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INTRODUCTION: Geographic variation across China

ᇐ㿔˖ЁഄⱘഄऎᏂᓖ

The 2,400 counties that comprise rural China, with an average
population of a few hundred thousand per county, differ greatly from
each other in the ways the local populations live and in the main
diseases by which they die. Many of these differences in lifestyle and
disease rates have persisted for centuries. Even though in recent
decades there has been a nationwide reduction in death from
infectious disease (particularly in childhood), there is still great
heterogeneity among counties in childhood mortality rates, as well as
in the age-standardised mortality rates from the main chronic
diseases of middle age.
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This geographic study describes the variation across 69 mainly rural
Chinese counties (figure 1) in mortality, blood biochemistry, diet and
lifestyle. The chief comparisons are among counties, not among
individuals. Hence, each county is characterised by the average
values for various factors among those living there. Mortality rates are
based on whole counties (or, for very large counties, on substantial
portions of them), but average values for biochemistry, diet and
lifestyle are generally based on special surveys in just two randomlychosen rural villages per county, with particular emphasis on adults
aged 35-64. Major components of the study in mainland China were
replicated in 16 areas of Taiwan, which range from urban to rural in
character.
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The chief purpose of the study is to describe the wide range of
differences among different counties in lifestyles and disease-specific
mortality rates, rather than to analyse these differences in search of
direct evidence of causes. A few of the geographic correlations of
particular factors with particular diseases do yield good evidence of
causality (e.g., schistosomiasis rates in different counties are
correlated with intestinal cancer mortality rates, because in endemic
areas chronic infection of the wall of the large intestine with S.
japonicum greatly increases the incidence of colorectal cancer, which
is otherwise low), but the main value of this study is descriptive: the
extraordinary range of mortality rates and of lifestyles across different
Chinese counties deserves to be more widely known.
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Figure 1: Location of 69 mainland study counties, and of Taiwan. The first letter denotes the province, the second
identifies the study area. In 1989 there were 69 study areas in mainland China, 65 of which were also included in a 1983 survey,
and 16 in the island of Taiwan (marked TW). Note: The municipality of Shanghai [province A] included some rural counties, one of
which [AA] has since been absorbed into the city of Shanghai, and part of Sichuan [province S] is now the municipality of Chongqing.
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As an example of these geographic differences in disease, agestandardised mortality rates (male versus female) from oesophagus
cancer, stomach cancer, liver cancer, chronic lung disease,
ischaemic heart disease and stroke in the 69 study counties are
shown in figure 2, along with the corresponding rates in the United
Kingdom (UK). Together, these six diseases account for more than
half of all Chinese deaths in middle age (which, throughout this
monograph, is defined as ages 35 to 69). For each disease, there
is more than ten-fold variation among the counties, and these
differences are not chiefly genetic. Although some important
causes are known (for example, within each county, high blood
pressure greatly increases the risk of death from stroke and heart
disease; and chronic hepatitis B greatly increases the risk of death
from liver cancer), little of the heterogeneity among counties in
mortality from particular diseases can be explained by
heterogeneity in the prevalences of the known causes of those
diseases. Thus, for none of these six diseases are the main
reasons for wide geographic variation properly understood, and
wherever any of these diseases is relatively common, there must
be some major avoidable cause, or causes, still awaiting discovery.
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Each of these six diseases can be caused by smoking, but, for
each of them, the wide geographic variation in mortality rates is not
chiefly due to geographic variation in tobacco use: in rural China,
few women smoke, and the prevalence of smoking among men
does not vary greatly among counties. Chronic lung disease, for
example (figure 2d), is the main cause of death in many parts of
rural China, but the reasons for this are not properly understood.
The generally higher rates among males than among females are
chiefly due to differences in tobacco use, and the very high rate for
women in one county (Xuanwei, labelled “R”) is due to smoky coal
fires in houses without chimneys. Neither tobacco nor coal smoke,
however, can plausibly account for most of the ten-fold variation
among county rates, nor for the much higher average rates in rural
China than in the UK. In contrast, ischaemic heart disease (IHD;
which also shows ten-fold variation between one part of China and
another) is, in every county, much less common than in the UK.
Dietary factors might well account for much of this—average fat
intake in rural China (18% of dietary calories) was less than half
that in the UK, and average plasma cholesterol was only about twothirds that in the UK (figure 3). Among the study counties, however,
the variation in IHD mortality is not significantly correlated with the
variation in fat intake, possibly because fat intake is correlated
about as strongly with HDL cholesterol (which cardioprotective
particles carry) as it is with non-HDL cholesterol.
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Two surveys of mainland county mortality rates
(1973-75 and 1986-88)

ϸ䰚ও⅏ѵ⥛䇗ᶹ
(1973-75ˈ 1986-88 ᑈ)

• County mortality rates during the three-year period 1973-75,
subdivided into a limited number of specific causes (or groups
of causes), were taken from a previous nationwide study.
• County mortality rates during the three-year period 1986-88,
subdivided into many specific causes, were derived from our
individual review and ICD-9 coding of 300,000 deaths. Our
parallel survey of 800,000 urban deaths in 24 cities during
1986-88, conducted mainly for other purposes (Liu et al., 1998),
is used in this monograph chiefly to compare rural and urban
cause-specific mortality rates in mainland China. In the Annex,
from page 803, cause-specific mortality rates by sex and 5-year
age groups are given for urban China (24 cities), rural China
(67 counties) and all China (weighted average, 0.3 urban + 0.7
rural).
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(c) Liver cancer 㙱Ⱐ
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(e) Ischaemic heart disease 㔎㸔ᗻᖗ㛣⮙
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Figure 2: Standardised mortality rates from six major chronic diseases in 69 different counties in rural China, showing
wide variation, and hence much avoidability. The mortality rate is the mean of the 7 age-specific annual rates per 100,000 at
ages 35-39, 40-44,…,65-69. Hence, a rate of 300 would mean that a 35-year-old would (in the absence of other causes of death)
have about a 10% risk of death from this particular cause at ages 35-69; a rate of 600 would correspond to about a 20% risk of
death at ages 35-69; and a rate of 30 to a 1% risk.
 2˖Ёݰᴥ 69 Ͼϡৠওⱘ݁⾡Џ㽕᜶ᗻ⮒⮙ⱘᷛ⅏࣪ޚѵ⥛᳝ᕜᏂᓖˈℸ䖭ѯ᜶ᗻ⮒⮙ᕜᑺϞᰃৃҹ䙓ⱘܡǄ᠔㸼
⼎ⱘ⅏ѵ⥛ᰃ 35-39ˈ40-44.ˈ… 65-69 ቕㄝ 7 Ͼᑈ啘㒘ⱘᑈ⅏ѵ⥛˄1/100,000˅ⱘᑇഛؐǄℸˈ⅏ѵ⥛Ў 300/100,000 ᛣੇⴔ
ϔϾᑈ啘Ў 35 ቕⱘҎ˄ϡ㗗㰥݊ᅗ⅏ⱘᚙމϟ˅ˈ 35-69 ቕᯊ⅏Ѣᶤ⾡⮒⮙ⱘ亢䰽Ў 10%˗ৠ⧚ˈ㢹⅏ѵ⥛Ў
600/100,000ˈᛣᣛ 35-69 ቕᯊ⅏Ѣᶤ⾡⮒⮙ⱘ亢䰽Ў 20%˗㢹⅏ѵ⥛Ў 30/100,000ˈ䙷М亢䰽߭Ў 1%Ǆ

Total plasma cholesterol (㸔⌚ᘏ㚚䝛 ) (mmol/L)
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Mean TC (mmol/L): 3.8
ᑇഛ㸔⌚ᘏ㚚䝛: 3.8
Mean fat intake: 18%
ᑇഛ㛖㙾ᨘܹ䞣: 18%
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Figure 3: Total dietary fat intake versus total plasma cholesterol (TC): mean values among adults in 69 rural Chinese
counties in 1989. Fat intake as a percentage of total dietary calories averaged 18% in these counties, which is less than half the
percentage typically seen in UK adults, and total plasma cholesterol averaged 3.8 mmol/L (148 mg/dL), which is only about twothirds that in the UK and three-quarters that now seen in rural China (Gu et al, 2005). But, there is in these 69 counties a similarly
strong positive geographic correlation of total dietary fat intake with the total plasma cholesterol, with the plasma cholesterol in lowdensity lipoprotein particles (LDL cholesterol), which are hazardous, and with the plasma cholesterol in high-density lipoprotein
particles (HDL cholesterol), at least some of which are cardioprotective.
 3˖㞇亳ᘏ㛖㙾ᨘܹ䞣Ϣ㸔⌚ᘏ㚚䝛(TC)˖1989 ᑈ 69 Ͼ䰚ݰᴥও៤ᑈҎⱘᑇഛؐǄ䖭ѯও៤ᑈҎⱘ㞇亳㛖㙾ᨘܹ䞣ऴ㞇亳ᘏ
㛑䞣ⱘ↨՟ᑇഛЎ 18%ˈ ↨㣅៤ᑈҎԢϔञ˗ҪӀⱘ㸔⌚ᘏ㚚䝛ᑇഛЎ 3.8 ↿ᨽᇨ/छ˄148 ↿ܟ/ߚछ˅ˈҙⳌᔧѢ㣅Ҏⱘϝ
ߚПѠˈಯߚПϝ˄⦄ҷЁݰᴥ˅˄乒ㄝˈ2005˅ǄԚᰃ᠔᳝ⱘ 69 ϾওЁˈ䇗ᶹᇍ䈵ᘏⱘ㞇亳㛖㙾ⱘᨘܹ䞣Ϣ㸔⌚ᘏ㚚
䝛ǃᇍعᒋ᳝ᆇⱘԢᆚᑺ㛖㲟ⱑ㉦ᄤЁⱘ㸔⌚㚚䝛˄LDL 㚚䝛˅ǃᇍᖗ㛣㟇ᇥ᳝䚼ߚֱᡸ⫼ⱘ催ᆚᑺ㛖㲟ⱑ㉦ᄤЁⱘ㸔⌚㚚
䝛˄HDL 㚚䝛˅ഛ᳝䴲ᐌᔎⱘഄऎᗻℷⳌ݇Ǆ

Two surveys of mainland county biochemistry, diet and
lifestyle (1983 and 1989)
• In 1983, a survey of biochemistry, diet and lifestyle was
undertaken in 65 of the 69 counties.
• In 1989, a more detailed survey was undertaken in all 69 of the
counties, involving
• analyses of samples from adults aged 35 to 64 of plasma,
of red blood cells, and, from men only, of urine;
• a three-day weighed household dietary survey, used to
estimate average daily intakes of a wide variety of foods
and nutrients per “reference man”;
• questionnaires (including some physical measurements)
about dietary, lifestyle, anthropometric, social and
economic factors, representing either the individuals being
interviewed, their families, or their communities; and
• geographic characteristics of the county.

ϸ䰚ও⫳࣪ᣛᷛǃ㞇亳ҹঞ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ䇗
ᶹ˄1983ˈ1989 ᑈ˅
x 1983 ᑈˈ 69 ϾওЁⱘ 65 Ͼও䖯㸠њ⫳
࣪ǃ㞇亳ঞ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ䇗ᶹǄ
x 1989 ᑈˈ 69 Ͼও䖯㸠њ䆺㒚ⱘ䇗ᶹˈࣙ
ᣀ˖
x ᇍ 35-64 ቕ៤ᑈҎⱘ㸔⌚ঞ㑶㒚㚲ḋકߚ
ᵤˈᇍ⬋ᗻሓḋߚᵤ˗
x ϝ᮹ᆊᒁ⿄䞡㞇亳䇗ᶹˈ⫼ѢԄ䅵ᷛޚ៤
ᑈ⬋ᄤ↣᮹⾡亳⠽ঞ㧹ݏ㋴ⱘᨘܹ䞣˗
x ᇍ䇗ᶹⱘϾҎঞ݊ᆊᒁҹঞ᠔⼒ऎⱘ㞇
亳ǃ⫳⌏ᮍᓣǃ⼒Ӯঞ㒣⌢ᣛᷛ˄ࣙᣀϔ
ѯԧḐ⌟䞣ᣛᷛ˅ⱘ䆶䯂䇗ᶹ˗
x 䇗ᶹওⱘഄ⧚⡍ᕕǄ
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Reliability re-survey in selected mainland counties
(1993)

᠔䗝䚼ߚ䰚ওৃֵᗻ䞡䇗ᶹ˄ ᑈ˅

To help assess the reliability of the methods used in the 1989
survey, a repeat survey using those same methods was carried out
in 1993. Thirteen counties in mainland China that represent a good
north-south mix and a range of affluence levels were included
(counties AC, BA, CB, CC, FA, HA, KB, LC, ND, QA, AC, RA and
TD). In each, the re-survey was carried out at the same time of
year as the 1989 survey, to avoid seasonal differences. After a
refresher training course, the same 1989 personnel (where
available) conducted the re-survey, during which they had no
access to the 1989 values.

Ў䆘Ӌ 1989 ᑈ䇗ᶹᮍ⊩ⱘৃֵᗻˈ 1993 ᑈ䞛⫼
Ⳍৠᮍ⊩䖯㸠њ䞡䇗ᶹǄ䰚䞡䇗ᶹⱘ 13
Ͼও䕗དഄҷ㸼њफ࣫ᮍঞ㒣⌢∈ᑇⱘϡৠ˄䖭
ѯওⱘ㓪ⷕЎ ACǃBAǃCBǃCCǃFAǃHAǃ
KBǃLCǃNDǃQAǃACǃRA  TD˅ǄЎ䙓ܡ
ᄷ㡖ᗻᏂᓖˈ↣Ͼও䞡䇗ᶹⱘᯊ䯈Ϣ 1989 ᑈⳌ
ৠˈ䇗ᶹਬгϢ 1989 ᑈⳌৠ˄ৃ㛑ᚙމϟ˅ˈ
ᑊ㒣䖛䞡ᮄ䆁Ǆ䞡䇗ᶹᳳ䯈ˈ䇗ᶹਬᑊϡᥠ
ᦵ 1989 ᑈ䇗ᶹ᭄Ǆ

The following elements of the 1989 survey were included in the
reliability re-survey:

ϟ䴶䖭ѯ 1989 ᑈ᳒䇗ᶹ䖛ⱘ乍Ⳃ㹿ܹ߫ 1993 ᑈ
ⱘৃֵᗻ䇗ᶹ˖

x a subset of questions from the individual-level questionnaire

x ϾҎ䯂ोЁⱘ䚼ߚ䯂乬

x pulmonary function (using the same equipment and methods)

x 㚎ࡳ㛑⌟ᅮ˄⫼ⳌৠⱘҾ఼ᮍ⊩˅

x blood pressure (using the same equipment and methods)

x 㸔य़⌟䞣˄⫼ⳌৠⱘҾ఼ᮍ⊩˅

x household dietary survey

x ᆊᒁ㞇亳䇗ᶹ

x blood sample (sodium ascorbate was used as a preservative in

x 㸔ḋᬊ䲚˄ሑㅵ 1989 ᑈՓ⫼ⱘֱᄬࠖЎᡫണ

1993, although ascorbic acid had been used in 1989)
x 12-hour urine collection (males only)

x 12 ᇣᯊሓḋ˄⬋ᗻ˅

㸔䝌ˈ1993 ᑈ⫼ⱘᰃᡫണ㸔䝌䩴Ⲥ˅

Overall, 70% of the 1989 participants in these 13 counties were reinterviewed in 1993. Replacements, of the same gender and age,
were recruited for the other 30% because the aim was to study the
reproducibility of aggregate means, rather than the reproducibility
of individual values.

 13 ϾওЁˈ1993 ᑈ䞡䇗ᶹњ 70%ⱘ 1989
ᑈⱘ䇗ᶹᇍ䈵Ǆ䡈Ѣ䞡䇗ᶹⱘⳂⱘᰃ䆘ӋҎ㕸
ഛؐ㗠ϡᰃϾԧؐⱘৃ䞡ᗻˈℸᣝ✻ৠᗻ߿
ৠᑈ啘ⱘॳ߭ˈᮄ㸹ܙњ 30%䇗ᶹҎ㕸Ǆ

Taiwan: survey of mortality (1986-88) and of
biochemistry, diet and lifestyle (1989)

ৄ: ⅏ѵ⥛䇗ᶹ˄1986-88 ᑈ˅⫳࣪ᣛ
ᷛǃ㞇亳ҹঞ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ䇗ᶹ˄1989 ᑈ˅

To compare mainland China with Taiwan, 16 areas in Taiwan were
selected for study. Mortality rates during 1986-88 were calculated
from review of death certificates, and a survey of biochemistry, diet
and lifestyle similar to that in mainland China was undertaken in
1989. The three-day weighed household dietary survey was not
conducted in Taiwan.

Ўњ↨䕗䰚Ϣৄⱘϡৠˈৄ䗝ᢽњ 16 Ͼ
ഄऎ䖯㸠䇗ᶹǄ1986-88 ᑈⱘ⅏ѵ⥛ᴹ⑤Ѣᇍ⅏ѵ
䆕ᯢⱘಲ乒䇗ᶹˈ 1989 ᑈ䖯㸠њϢ䰚㉏Ԑⱘ
⫳࣪ᣛᷛǃ㞇亳ঞ⫳⌏ᮍᓣ䇗ᶹǄৄ≵᳝䖯
㸠ᆊᒁϝ᮹⿄䞡㞇亳䇗ᶹǄ

METHODS

ᮍ⊩

Selection of study sites and participants in mainland
China

䰚ⷨお⦄എঞⷨおᇍ䈵ⱘ䗝ᢽ

Selection of study sites in mainland China

䰚ⷨお⦄എⱘ䗝ᢽ

In the early 1980s, 69 counties were randomly chosen from the
total of about 2400 largely rural counties in China to represent the
full range of mortality rates (in the previous 1973-75 nationwide
survey) for seven major types of cancer: nasopharynx,
oesophagus, stomach, liver, lung, colorectal and leukaemia. These
counties are distributed throughout China and are, in aggregate,
reasonably representative of rural mainland China as a whole.

ѠकϪ㑾ܿकᑈҷ߱ˈҢЁ䰚 2400 Ͼ䚼
ߚᰃݰᴥⱘওЁ䱣ᴎᢑপњ 69 Ͼওˈҹҷ㸼唏ઑ
Ⱐǃ亳ㅵⰠǃ㚗Ⱐǃ㙱Ⱐǃ㚎Ⱐǃ㙴Ⱐঞⱑ㸔
⮙ϗ⾡Џ㽕Ⱐ⮛ⱘܼ䚼⅏ѵ⥛㣗ೈ˄ᮽࠡ 197375 ᑈܼᗻ䇗ᶹЁ˅Ǆ䖭ѯᢑপⱘওߚᏗᭈϾ
䰚ˈᘏԧϞᕜདഄҷ㸼њܼ䚼ݰᴥഄऎǄ

Mortality rates for these counties during 1973-75 (from the
nationwide survey) and 1986-88 (from our own survey) were
determined retrospectively. Surveys of the characteristics of
cluster-randomised samples of the local populations were carried
out in 1983 (only 65 of the counties), in 1989 (all 69 counties) and
in 1993 (13 of the counties). The 1989 survey was more detailed
than the previous one, and the 1993 survey duplicated its methods
to assess their reliability.

䖭ѯওⱘ⅏ѵ⥛ᰃ䗮䖛ಲ乒 1973-75 ᑈⱘܼᗻ
䇗ᶹ 1986-88 ᑈ៥Ӏ㞾Ꮕⱘ䇗ᶹᴹއᅮⱘǄ䞛
⫼ߚሖ䱣ᴎᭈ㕸ᢑḋᮍ⊩ᇍᢑḋҎ㕸ⱘ⡍ᕕ䖯㸠
њ䇗ᶹˈߚ߿ 1983 ᑈ(া᳝ 65 Ͼও)ˈ1989 ᑈ
(ܼ䚼 69 Ͼও) 1993 ᑈ(13 Ͼও)Ǆ1989 ᑈⱘ䇗
ᶹ䕗 1983 ᑈⱘЎ䆺ሑˈ㗠 1993 ᑈⱘ䇗ᶹ߭䞡
Փ⫼ 1989 ᑈⱘᮍ⊩ᴹ䆘Ӌ䖭ѯᮍ⊩ⱘৃ䴴ᗻǄ
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Within each county, two smaller administrative areas, “xiangs”,
were randomly selected, and within each xiang, either one village
or two adjacent villages (depending on their size) were then
randomly selected as the actual sites of the interviews and other
data collection. All survey sites had to be within four hours travel
time from the county laboratory, resulting in the replacement of six
(4%) of the xiangs.

↣Ͼ䇗ᶹওݙ䱣ᴎᢑপ 2 Ͼеˈḍᴥᄤⱘ
ᇣˈ↣Ͼе䱣ᴎᢑপ 1 Ͼᴥ 2 ϾⳌ䚏ⱘᴥˈ
ᇍᢑࠄⱘ䇗ᶹᴥ䖯㸠䆶䯂䇗ᶹᑊᬊ䲚݊ᅗֵᙃǄ
ᢑḋ㽕∖㛑 4 ᇣᯊݙҢ䇗ᶹওᅲ偠ᅸࠄ䖒䇗ᶹ
е˗ℸˈϔᢑḋৢ᳝ 6 Ͼе㹿ᤶ˄ऴᘏ
᭄ⱘ 4%˅Ǆ

The average results for the two-xiang pairs were used to estimate
the average values for each county. The 69 pairwise differences
between two xiangs in each county helped to assess how reliably
the pairwise averages were likely to represent entire counties: if the
values in one xiang are closely correlated with those in the other,
then their pairwise average is likely to be reliably informative.

ҹϸϾе䇗ᶹ㒧ᵰⱘᑇഛؐҷ㸼݊᠔ⱘওǄ⫼
69 ϾওЁ↣ϾওⱘϸϾеП䯈ⱘᏂ߿ᇍ݊ҷ㸼ᗻ
䖯㸠ৃֵᗻ䆘ӋǄབᵰϔϾеⱘؐϢϔϾеᆚ
ߛⳌ݇ˈ߭䇈ᯢϸ㗙ⱘᑇഛؐ㛑ᦤկৃֵ ⱘֵ
ᙃǄ

The same xiangs that were studied in 1983 were studied again in
1989, but administrative reorganizations in China during the 1980s
led to changes in nomenclature, which are reflected in different
terms used in the monograph on the 1983 study (Chen et al., 1990)
and in this monograph. The current “xiang” was, in 1983, called a
“commune”, which was both a collective farm and a unit of rural
government, and the commune was made up of “production
brigades”—for the most part natural villages—that are now referred
to as “villages”.

1989 ᑈϢ 1983 ᑈⱘ䇗ᶹᰃⳌৠⱘе䖯㸠ⱘˈ
ԚܿकᑈҷЁ䰚ᇍ㸠ᬓऎߦ䖯㸠њᮄⱘੑ
ৡ˗ℸˈ1983 ᑈ˄䰜৯ㄝˈ1990˅ⱘϧ㨫Ϣ
ᴀк䞛⫼њϡৠⱘ㸠ᬓऩԡৡ⿄Ǆᴀ䇗ᶹⱘ“е”
 1983 ᑈ⿄“݀⼒”Ǆ“е”᮶ᰃݰᴥ䲚ԧⱘᘏ
⿄ˈгᰃϔ㑻ݰᴥᬓᑰǄ“݀⼒”߭ᰃ⬅“⫳ѻ䯳”
े˄᭄Ў㞾✊ᴥ˅㒘៤ⱘˈ䖛এⱘ“⫳ѻ䯳”
⦄⿄“ᴥ”Ǆ

Selection of study participants in each xiang

↣Ͼе䇗ᶹᇍ䈵ⱘ䗝ᢽ

Within each study site, 50 households (in 1983) or 60 households
(in 1989) were randomly selected from an official registry of
residences. One individual per household (involving roughly equal
numbers of males and females) aged 35-64 (in approximately
equal numbers for age groups 35-44, 45-54, and 55-64) was
randomly selected, and these individuals and their households
were the focus of data gathering. If the selected individual was
absent or, less commonly, declined to participate (<1% declined),
an individual in a neighbouring household was selected and asked
to participate. Half the households were also asked to participate in
a detailed 3-day dietary survey. The 1989 survey attempted to
reinterview the 1983 study participants, replacing those who were
either no longer available or 65 or older in 1989, and adding 10
individuals and households per village by random selection of new
participants. A similar random sampling scheme was used in each
of the four new counties first surveyed in 1989 to identify 60 study
participants, age 35-64.

↣Ͼ䇗ᶹ⚍ˈҢℷᓣሙ⇥ⱏ䆄ݠЁ䱣ᴎᢑপ 50
˄1983 ᑈ˅ 60˄1989 ᑈ˅᠋䇗ᶹᆊᒁˈҢ↣
ϾᆊᒁЁ䱣ᴎᢑপϔৡᑈ啘 35-64 ቕⱘϾԧ
˄⬋ཇ᭄䞣㑺ⳌㄝˈϝϾᑈ啘㒘 35-44ˈ4554ˈ55-64 ቕⱘҎ᭄㑺Ⳍㄝ˅Ǆ䖭ѯ㹿ᢑࠄⱘϾ
Ҏঞ݊᠔ᆊᒁЎֵᙃᬊ䲚ⱘЏ㽕ᇍ䈵Ǆབᵰ㹿
ᢑࠄⱘ䇗ᶹᇍ䈵ϡᆊˈ˄ᇥ᭄ᚙމϟ˅ᢦ
㒱খࡴ˄ᢦ㒱⥛<1%˅ˈ߭Ң݊䚏ሙЁ䗝পϔৡ
Ў㸹ܙǄᇍϔञⱘᆊᒁ䖯㸠њϝ᮹䆺㒚ⱘ㞇亳
䇗ᶹǄ1989 ᑈ䆩䞡䇗ᶹњ᠔᳝ 1983 ᑈⱘ㹿
䇗ᶹᇍ䈵ˈ᳓ᤶњ䙷ѯᏆ㒣᮴⊩ᡒࠄᑈ啘Ꮖ㒣
ѢㄝѢ 65 ቕⱘҎˈᑊϨ↣ᴥ䱣ᴎ㸹ܙњ 10
ৡᮄⱘ䇗ᶹᇍ䈵ᆊᒁǄᇍѢ 1989 ᑈϔখࡴ
䇗ᶹⱘಯϾওˈ䞛পњৠḋⱘᢑḋᮍ⊩ˈ↣Ͼ
ও⹂ᅮњ 60 ৡᑈ啘 35-64 ቕⱘ䇗ᶹᇍ䈵Ǆ

Each individual in the study was assigned a unique identifier,
denoting province, county, xiang (as xiang I or xiang II), gender,
and sequential number. For instance, participant ‘DBIIM24’ is the
24th male interviewed in xiang II of county B (Linxian) of province D
(Henan). This identifier was used for both questionnaire data and
biological samples.

↣Ͼ䇗ᶹᇍ䈵䛑᳝ϔϾଃϔⱘ㓪ⷕˈ㸼⼎䇗ᶹᇍ
䈵᠔ⱘⳕǃওǃе(ϔеѠе)ǃᗻ߿ঞᑣোǄ
՟བ㓪ⷕЎ DBIIM24 ⱘ䇗ᶹᇍ䈵ˈेᰃ D ⳕ(⊇
फ)ǃB ও(ᵫও)ǃѠеⱘ 24 ৡ⬋ᗻ䇗ᶹᇍ
䈵Ǆ᠔᳝ⱘ䯂ो⫳⠽ḋકഛ䞛⫼ϔ㟈ⱘ㓪ⷕǄ

In 1989, 8307 individuals were interviewed, data were gathered
from 7888 households, and the dietary survey was completed for
4140 households across the 69 counties.

1989 ᑈ 69 Ͼও䆶䯂䇗ᶹњ 8307 ৡϾҎˈ䞛䲚
њ 7888 ᠋ᆊᒁⱘ᭄᳝݇ˈᅠ៤њ 4140 ᠋ᆊᒁ
ⱘ㞇亳䇗ᶹǄ

Selection of study sites and participants in Taiwan

ৄ䇗ᶹ⚍䇗ᶹᇍ䈵ⱘ䗝ᢽ

Taiwan was not included in the 1983 study, but the 1989 study
included 16 sites in Taiwan, ranging from highly urban to rural
(unlike the exclusively rural sites in mainland China). The method
used to select the sites was also different from that used in
mainland China. In Taiwan, 16 types of area were defined (by 3digit postal codes):

1983 ᑈⱘ䇗ᶹ≵᳝ࣙᣀৄˈԚ 1989 ᑈⱘ䇗ᶹ
ࣙᣀҢৄൟජᏖࠄݰᴥ˄ϡ䈵䰚䙷ḋᅠܼ
ᰃݰᴥ䇗ᶹ⚍˅ⱘ 16 Ͼ䇗ᶹ⚍Ǆᢑḋᮍ⊩гϢ
䰚ⱘ䇗ᶹ᳝᠔ϡৠǄৄˈ⹂ᅮњ 16 ㉏ഄऎ
˄䞛⫼ϝԡ䚂ᬓ㓪ⷕ˅˖
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A

Metropolitan cities

A

Ⳉ䕪Ꮦ

B

Provincial cities

B

ⳕ䕪Ꮦ

C

County cities

C

ও䕪Ꮦ

D

Hakka area 1

D

ᅶᆊഄऎ 1

E

Hakka area 2

E

ᅶᆊഄऎ 2

F

F

“Р㛮⮙”ഄऎ˄䆹ഄऎഄϟ∈㹿⸋∵ᶧ˅

G

“Black foot disease” area (where the groundwater is
contaminated by arsenic)
Penghu Islands

G

╢߫ቯ

H
I
J

Northern mountainous area
Central mountainous area
Southern mountainous area

H
I
J

ቅഄеП࣫䚼
ቅഄеПЁ䚼
ቅഄеПफ䚼

K

Northern coastal area

K

࣫䚼⊓⍋ഄऎ

L

Southwestern coastal area

L

㽓फ䚼⊓⍋ഄऎ

M

Eastern coastal area

M

ϰ䚼⊓⍋ഄऎ

N

Rural towns in Ilan county

N

ᅰ݄ওе䬛

O

Rural towns in Changhua county

O

ᕄ࣪ওе䬛

P

Rural towns in Tainan county

P

ৄफওе䬛

These 16 types of area were chosen to vary widely in:

䖭 16 Ͼ㉏ൟⱘഄऎᑓ⊯ҷ㸼ҹϟᮍ䴶ⱘব࣪:

x population density and socioeconomic status,

x Ҏষᆚᑺঞ⼒Ӯ㒣⌢⢊˗މ

x ethnicity (Hakka, Han and aboriginal Taiwanese),

x ⇥ᮣ˄ᅶᆊǃ∝ঞৄቅഄቅ㚲˅˗

x crude cancer mortality rates, and

x Ⱐ⮛㉫⅏ѵ⥛˗

x geographic location.

x ഄ⧚ԡ㕂Ǆ

For each of these 16 types of area (A, B…P) in Taiwan, specific
study sites (ZA, ZB…ZP) were chosen. Two towns or districts
(depending on the level of urbanization) were selected randomly
(with probability proportional to size), and, within each, two villages
(or equivalent administrative units) were selected by a similar
procedure, for a total of 64 “villages”. Thirty-six individuals per
village aged 35-64 (evenly divided among the six 5-year age
groups and between males and females) were selected, based on
household registration information, and invited to participate. The
target was to interview at least five of these individuals in each sex
and age group, and households were sampled until this was
achieved in each village.

ᇍৄ 16 ㉏ഄऎ˄A, B…P˅ⱘ↣ϔ㉏ˈ䗝ᅮϸ
Ͼ⡍ᅮⱘ䇗ᶹ⚍˄ZA, ZB…ZP˅Ǆ˄ḍ䛑Ꮦ࣪
ㄝ㑻˅䱣ᴎ䗝ᢽϸϾе䬛ϸϾऎ˄ᢑপ⥛Ϣḋ
ᴀᇣ៤↨՟˅Ǆৠḋˈ↣Ͼе䬛ऎ䱣ᴎ䗝
ᢽϸϾᴥ˄Ⳍᑨⱘ㸠ᬓऩԡ˅ˈՓ䇗ᶹᴥⱘᘏ
᭄Ў 64 ϾǄḍ᠋㈡䌘᭭ˈᇍ↣Ͼᴥᢑপњᑈ啘
 35-64 ቕⱘ 36 ৡϾҎ˄ᣝ↣ 5 ቕϔϾᑈ啘㒘ߚ
Ў݁㒘ˈ⬋ཇञ˅Ў䇗ᶹᇍ䈵Ǆ䇗ᶹⳂᷛᰃ
ᇍ↣Ͼᑈ啘㒘ˈ㟇ᇥ䇗ᶹ⬋ཇ 5 ৡˈ䗤ϔᢑপ
䇗ᶹᆊᒁⳈࠄ↣Ͼᴥ䖒ࠄ乘ᳳⱘᆊᒁ᭄Ҏ᭄Ǆ

Mortality rates (1973-75 and 1986-88)

⅏ѵ⥛˄1973-75 ᑈ 1986-88 ᑈ˅

Mainland China

䰚

Mortality rates for 1973-75 were taken from the nationwide survey
that had been done during the mid-1970s for other purposes, and
mortality rates for 1986-88 were from a special survey carried out in
1989-90 as part of the present study. Many of the causes assigned
in the 1973-75 survey are less specific than those assigned in the
later survey, although overall mortality and, in most counties,
mortality rates from the main causes of death are reasonably
reliable from both periods. Age-standardised mortality rates for
particular age ranges were always calculated as the unweighted
average of the component five-year mortality rates (e.g., 35-39, 4044,…,65-69 for the age range 35-69).

1973-75 ᑈⱘ⅏ѵ⥛䌘᭭ᴹ㞾Ѣ 1970 ᑈҷЎ݊ᅗ
Ⳃⱘ䖯㸠ⱘϔ乍ܼᗻ䇗ᶹˈ1986-88 ᑈⱘ⅏ѵ⥛
ᴹ㞾ѢЎᴀ乍Ⳃϔ䚼ߚˈѢ 1989-90 ᑈ䖯㸠ⱘ
ϔ乍ϧ乬䇗ᶹǄሑㅵϸϾϡৠᯊᳳⱘ⮒⮙ᘏ⅏ѵ
⥛ҹঞ᭄ওⱘЏ㽕⮒⮙⅏ѵ⥛ᰃড়⧚ৃֵ
ⱘˈԚϔ䇗ᶹЁⱘ䆌⅏≵᳝Ѡᯢ
⹂Ǆ⡍߿ᑈ啘↉ⱘᑈ啘ᷛ⅏࣪ޚѵ⥛ഛᰃ⫼↣ 5
ቕϔ㒘⅏ѵ⥛ⱘ䴲ࡴᴗᑇഛ˄՟བ˖⫼ 35-39ˈ
40-44ˈ65-69 ቕⱘᑇഛᴹ䅵ㅫ 35-69 ቕᑈ啘↉˅
䅵ㅫⱘǄ

1973-75 Mortality. In the mid-1970s, a nationwide retrospective
review was undertaken that sought to classify the causes of all 20
million deaths in mainland China during 1973-75, with particular
emphasis on those attributed to certain types of cancer (Atlas of
Mortality from Main Death Causes in China; Atlas of Cancer
Mortality in the People’s Republic of China). The Chinese
population at the time was about 850 million. About 96% of all

1973-75 ᑈ⅏ѵ⥛˖1970 ᑈҷЁᳳˈЁ䰚
䖯㸠њϔ乍ܼᗻⱘಲ乒ᗻ䇗ᶹˈⳂⱘᰃᇍ 197375 ᑈ⅏ѵⱘ᠔᳝ϸगϛৡ⅏ѵᇍ䈵䖯㸠ಲ乒ᗻ⅏
䇗ᶹˈ⡍߿ᰃᇍЏ㽕Ⱐ⮛⅏䖯㸠ߚ㉏˄Ё
ҎষЏ㽕⅏ഄ䲚˗ЁढҎ⇥݅ᙊᗻ㚓⯸
ഄ䲚˅ǄᔧᯊЁⱘҎষᘏ᭄ᰃ 8.5 ғǄ䇗ᶹ㽚
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deaths were included. In some counties specific causes were to be
assigned only to deaths from cancer (grouping together those due
to all other causes), but in most counties the non-cancer deaths
were grouped into various broad categories, some of which
correspond approximately to ICD-9 categories. The present
monograph takes from that nationwide review all of the available
information on age- and cause-specific mortality rates for the 69
randomly-chosen counties. In all 69 of these counties, overall
mortality rates, overall cancer mortality rates, and mortality rates
from each of the main types of cancer were available, and in 52 of
them the non-cancer deaths during 1973-75 were grouped into
various informative categories, e.g., stroke, ischaemic heart
disease, other vascular causes, pneumonia, chronic lung disease,
etc. (The chief anomaly in the 1973-75 survey is that respiratory
heart disease, a common cause of death, was classified as
vascular; in this monograph, we reclassify it as part of chronic lung
disease.)

Ⲫњ 96%ⱘ⅏ѵҎষǄ᳝ϔѯওা䇗ᶹњ⅏ѢⰠ
⮛ⱘԧ⅏˄᠔᳝⅏Ѣ݊ᅗ⮒⮙ⱘ⅏ܼ䚼ᔦ
Ў݊ᅗϔ㒘˅ˈԚ᭄ওгᇍ䴲Ⱐ⮛⅏䖯㸠
њ⹂ᅮ㟈ߚ㉏ˈ䚼ߚ⅏㉏߿㟈ᇍ ᑨѢ
ICD-9 ⱘߚ㉏Ǆᴀкᬊᔩњ᠔᳝ 69 Ͼওᣝᑈ啘
⮒⮙⅏ѵϧ⥛ⱘ䇗ᶹ㒧ᵰˈࣙᣀ᠔᳝ 69 Ͼওⱘᘏ
⅏ѵ⥛ǃⰠ⮛ᘏ⅏ѵ⥛ǃЏ㽕Ⱐ⮛⅏ѵϧ⥛Ǆℸ
ˈ䖬ࣙᣀњ݊Ё 52 Ͼও 1973-75 ᑈⱘ䴲Ⱐ⮛⅏
ѵॳߚ㉏ˈབЁ亢ǃ㔎㸔ᗻᖗ㛣⮙ǃ݊ᅗ㸔ㅵ
⮒⮙ǃ㚎♢ǃ᜶ᗻ㚎䚼⮒⮙ㄝ˄1973-75 ᑈ䇗ᶹߚ
㉏ⱘЏ㽕䯂乬ᰃᇚ䗴៤⅏ѵⱘᐌ㾕⮙-㚎ᖗ⮙ᔦ㉏
Ў㸔ㅵ⮒⮙ˈ㗠ᴀкЁ៥Ӏᇚ݊ᔦЎ᜶ᗻ㚎䚼⮒
⮙˅Ǆ

For the nationwide review of deaths during 1973-75, the National
Office of Cancer Control and Research developed survey methods
and data forms, and the Ministry of Public Health developed
standardized terms for classifying causes of death, which did not
use ICD codes. Local survey teams were trained to gather
information from a variety of sources, including records and key
individuals, on each death within the previous three years. The age
and sex distribution of the local population was determined from
xiang records and from the Departments of Public Security and of
Statistics.

1973-75 ᑈ䖯㸠ⱘܼᗻ⅏ѵಲ乒䇗ᶹⱘᮍ⊩᭄
㸼Ḑᰃ⬅Ё㚓⯸䰆⊏ⷨおࡲ݀ᅸ䆒䅵ⱘˈ㗠
⅏ߚ㉏ᰃᣝि⫳䚼㾘ᅮⱘᷛ≵ˈޚ᳝䞛⫼䰙
⅏˄ICD˅㓪ⷕǄᇍ⦄എ䇗ᶹ䯳ਬ䖯㸠њབԩҢ
⾡⏴䘧ᬊ䲚ֵᙃⱘ䆁ˈࣙᣀ⅏ѵⱏ䆄䍄䆓
݇䬂Ҏ⠽ˈ䇗ᶹᇍ䈵Ў䇗ᶹ⚍ࠡϝᑈⱘ⅏ѵϾ
ԧǄ䇗ᶹᔧഄҎ㕸ⱘᑈ啘ᗻ߿ߚᏗֵᙃᴹ㞾ᔧ
ഄеҎষ䆄ᔩǃ⌒ߎ᠔ǃҹঞ㒳䅵䚼䮼Ǆ

1986-88 Mortality. For each county, the numbers and underlying
causes of the deaths in 1986-88 were obtained by a retrospective
review undertaken in 1989 specifically for this project. We were
unable to get reliable mortality data for two of the 69 counties (both
in the southern province of Guangdong). In the other 67 counties,
we estimate that about 90% of all deaths were recorded in the
sources available to us. Hence, in calculating mortality rates in
1986-88, the estimated numbers at risk are taken as 90% of the
population.

1986-88 ᑈ⅏ѵ⥛˖1986-88 ᑈ↣Ͼওⱘ⅏ѵҎ᭄
ঞԧ⅏ᰃ䗮䖛 1989 ᑈϧЎᴀ䇒乬䖯㸠ⱘಲ乒
ᗻ䇗ᶹᬊ䲚ⱘǄ69 ϾওЁϸϾও˄ഛफᮍⱘᑓ
ϰⳕ˅ⱘ⅏ѵ᭄ϡৃֵ㗠᮴⊩߽⫼Ǆ៥ӀԄ䅵
݊ԭ 67 Ͼওⱘ䌘᭭ࣙᣀњ᠔㽕䇗ᶹⱘ 90%ⱘ⅏ѵ
㗙˗ℸˈ䅵ㅫ 1986-1988 ᑈⱘ⅏ѵ⥛ᯊˈг
ᰃᣝ✻ 90%ⱘҎষ᭄䖯㸠ㅫⱘǄ

Most counties had populations of a few hundred thousand, but a
few were substantially larger or substantially smaller. In the larger
counties, deaths from randomly-chosen parts of the county
(yielding a population of about 300,000) were used to estimate
mortality rates for the whole county. For two northern counties in
nomadic areas (Tuoli in Xinjiang Autonomous Region and
Xianghuangqi in Neimongol Autonomous Region) that had
populations too small for statistical stability, we used the mortality
rates for the prefectures to which these counties belong, which
comprised six (Xinjiang) and 12 (Neimongol) counties.

䇗ᶹⱘ᭄ওⱘҎষ᭄Ўकϛˈг᳝Ͼও
ⱘҎষ᭄ᕜᕜᇥǄ䕗ⱘওˈ⫼䆹ও䱣ᴎ
ᢑপⱘ䇗ᶹ⚍ⱘ⅏ѵҎ᭄˄䖭ѯ䇗ᶹ⚍ⱘҎষ㑺
Ўϝकϛ˅ᴹԄ䅵ܼওⱘ⅏ѵ⥛ǄϸϾ࣫ᮍ⠻
ऎও˄ᮄ⭚㞾⊏ऎⱘᠬ䞠ওݙ㩭স㞾⊏ऎⱘ䭊
咘᮫˅ˈ⬅ѢҎষ᭄ϡ㛑⒵䎇㒳䅵ᄺ〇ᅮⱘ㽕
∖ˈ៥Ӏ䞛⫼њ䖭ѯও᠔ഄऎⱘ⅏ѵ⥛ˈᮄ
⭚ࣙᣀњ 6 Ͼওˈݙ㩭ࣙᣀ 12 ϾওǄ

Deaths were identified primarily from village or other administrative
records (e.g., Departments of Public Security), at least one of which
usually included name, address, gender, age, and cause of death.
The information on causes in those records was supplemented by
review of medical records, which were still available for most
deaths, or by discussion (a few years after the death) with local
health workers, community leaders, and family. The information
obtained by our field workers was recorded as parts I and II of a
standardised death certificate (following WHO ICD-9
recommendations; WHO, 1977). Specific causes were assigned to
the vast majority of the deaths, particularly before age 70.

⅏ѵⱘ⹂䅸Џ㽕ḍᴥ݊ᅗ㸠ᬓ䚼䮼ⱘ䆄ᔩ
(བˈ݀ᅝ䚼䮼)ˈ䆄ᔩݙᆍ㟇ᇥࣙᣀྦྷৡǃഄഔǃ
ᗻ߿ǃᑈ啘⅏Ǆ᠔䆄ᔩⱘ⅏ഛ䗮䖛ᶹ䯙⅏
㗙ⱘ⮙ग़(᭄⅏㗙⮙ग़ҡৃᕫࠄ)ˈ㗙(ᇍᇥ
᭄⅏Ѣᑈࠡⱘ⅏㗙)䗮䖛ϢᔧഄएࡵҎਬǃ⼒ऎ
乚ᇐҹঞᆊҎ䖯㸠ⱘ䅼䆎䖯㸠њḌᅲ㸹ܙǄᴀ
乍Ⳃ⦄എ䇗ᶹ䯳ਬᕫࠄⱘֵᙃ䆄ᔩᷛ⅏ޚѵ䆕
ᯢкϞⱘϔѠ䚼ߚ(ḍ WHO ICD-9 ⱘ
㤤˗WHO 1997)Ǆᇍ㒱᭄ⱘ⅏ѵˈ⡍߿ᰃᑈ
啘 70 ቕҹϟⱘ⅏ѵˈ䛑䌟ќњԧⱘ⅏Ǆ

The fieldwork for this study of 300,000 rural deaths and a parallel
study, done for other purposes (Liu et al., 1998), of 800,000 urban
deaths in 1986-88, involved 500 interviewers. The interviewers
usually worked in teams of four, at least one of whom was
medically trained. Consistency of the information obtained by these
interviewers from family members was checked by repeat

⦄എⱘ䇗ᶹᎹ㗙᳝ 500 ҎˈҪӀ䋳䋷њᴀⷨ
おЁ 300,000 ՟ݰᴥሙ⇥ⱘ⅏䇗ᶹˈҹঞЎ݊
ᅗⳂⱘ㗠ৠᳳ䖯㸠ⱘ 1986-88 ᑈ 800,000 ՟ජᏖ
ሙ⇥ⱘ⅏䇗ᶹ(߬ㄝˈ1998)Ǆ䇗ᶹ䯳ਬ䗮ᐌಯҎ
ϔ㒘ˈ݊Ё㟇ᇥϔҎ㒣䖛एᄺ䆁Ǆ䖭ѯ䯳ਬҢ
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interviews of random households by team leaders. Underlying
causes of death in 1986-88 were coded by 100 specially trained
clerks in five teams, each under a trained nosologist from the
Ministry of Health with previous experience in coding standard
death certificates using ICD-9. Some early batches of data sheets
were coded by two teams and the differences discussed, leading to
the development of consistent coding conventions. Double data
entry was followed by extensive computerised checks and queries
to correct gaps, duplications, inconsistencies, and implausibilities.
After these checks were completed, the proportions recorded as “ill
defined” (ICD9 codes 780-799) were, taking the present survey of
rural deaths and the parallel survey of urban deaths together (Liu et
al., 1998), only 1.0% at ages 0-34, 0.5% at ages 35-69, and 2.7%
at ages 70-79.

⅏㗙ᆊሲ᠔㦋ᕫֵᙃⱘৃֵᗻ⬅䇗ᶹ䯳䭓䗮䖛䱣
ᴎܹ᠋䖯㸠ḌᅲǄ1986-88 ᑈⱘ⅏⬅ѨϾ䇗ᶹ䯳
ⱘ 100 ৡফ䖛ϧ䮼䆁㒗ⱘ䯳ਬ䖯㸠㓪ⷕǄ↣Ͼ䯳
ഛ᳝ϔৡᴹ㞾Ѣि⫳䚼ⱘ᳝ ICD9 ⅏㓪ⷕ㒣偠ⱘ
⮒⮙ߚ㉏ϧᆊ䖯㸠ᣛᇐǄϔ䚼ߚᮽܜᕫࠄⱘ䌘᭭
⬅ϸϾ䇗ᶹ䯳ߚ߿䖯㸠㓪ⷕˈᑊᇍҪӀⱘϡৠ䖯
㸠њ䅼䆎ˈ⬅ℸᓎゟњֱᣕ㓪ⷕϔ㟈ᗻⱘ㾘߭Ǆ
䌘᭭䖯㸠њϸᔩܹᑊ⫼䅵ㅫᴎ䖯㸠њᑓ⊯ⱘẔ
ᶹҹ㑴ℷ⭥䯂ǃ䞡ǃϡϔ㟈ҹঞϡৃ᭄ֵǄ
ᅠ៤Ϟ䗄Ẕᶹৢˈ䆄ᔩЁϡᯢ⹂⅏(ICD9 㓪ⷕ
780-799)ⱘ↨՟ᴀݰᴥ⅏ҹঞৠᳳ䖯㸠ⱘ
ජᏖ⅏䇗ᶹⱘ↨՟Ў˖ᑈ啘 0-34 ቕҙऴ 1%ˈ
35-69 ቕ 0.5%ˈ70-79 ቕ 2.7% (߬ㄝˈ1998)Ǆ

Population Estimates. In some counties, the official population
estimates at ages 0-4 in 1986-88 were, in 1989, substantially too
low (perhaps because some of the individuals were too young for
the 1984 national census). In view of the sharp increase in the birth
rate during the late 1980s, the populations aged 0 and 1-4 in this
study would be expected to be about 0.25 and 0.85 times the
population aged 5-9. If, therefore, in any particular county, the
estimated male or female populations at 0 or at 1-4 were less than
this, they were replaced by the above estimate. Taking the study as
a whole, this increased the estimated population at ages 0 and 1-4
by 41% and 21%, respectively.

ҎষԄㅫ˖ ϔ䚼ߚওˈ 1989 ᑈᅬᮍԄ ㅫⱘ
1986-1988 ᑈᑈ啘 0-4 ቕⱘҎষ᭄أԢ˄ৃ
㛑Ў 1984 ᑈܼҎষ᱂ᶹᯊϔ䚼ߚҎᑈ啘
ᇣ˅Ǆ⬅Ѣ 1980 ᑈৢᳳҎষߎ⫳⥛ⱘᖿ䗳Ϟछˈ
ᴀⷨおЁ 0 ቕ 1-4 ቕᑈ啘㒘ⱘҎষ᭄Ԅ䅵Ў
5-9 ቕҎষⱘ 0.25  0.85 סǄℸˈӏԩϔϾ
䇗ᶹওˈབᵰ 0 ቕ 1-4 ቕⱘ⬋ᗻཇᗻԄㅫҎ
ষ᭄ԢѢϞ䗄ㅫؐⱘ䆱ˈ߭䞛⫼Ϟ䗄Ԅㅫ᭄Ǆ
ህᭈϾ䇗ᶹ㗠㿔ˈ0 ቕ㒘 1-4 ቕ㒘ⱘԄㅫҎষߚ
߿ࡴ 41% 21%Ǆ

Taiwan

ৄ

1986-88 Mortality. For each of the 16 types of area in Taiwan (A,
B…P), age-specific mortality rates were computed from the
certified causes of death (as ICD-coded by the Department of
Health—numerators) and from official population census data
(denominators). Death certificates in Taiwan are filled out by a
physician, usually from a hospital where the person had been
treated, but sometimes from the local public health station.

1986-88 ᑈ⅏ѵ⥛˖ ᇍѢৄⱘ 16 ㉏䇗ᶹഄऎ
˄A, B…P˅ˈᑈ啘⅏ѵϧ⥛ᰃᣝ⅏ѵ䡈ᅮк˄ि
⫳㕆䖯㸠ⱘ ICD-㓪ⷕˈߚᄤ˅ᅬᮍҎষ᱂ᶹ᭄
˄ߚ↡˅䅵ㅫⱘǄৄⱘ⅏ѵ䆕ᯢᰃ⬅ए⫳฿
ˈⱘݭ䗮ᐌᰃ⮙Ҏফ⊏⭫ए䰶ⱘए⫳ᔧഄ݀
݅ि⫳キⱘए⫳Ǆ

Blood samples (plasma and red blood cells)

㸔ḋ (㸔⌚㑶㒚㚲)

Fasting 10 ml venous blood samples were collected from 8,280
individuals in mainland China in trace-mineral-free heparinized
vacutainers, which were placed on ice in light-free vacuum jars.
Samples were transported to the county laboratory within about
four hours of the last blood draw of the day. Upon arrival at the
county laboratory, blood samples were immediately separated into
three fractions:

ᇍ 8,280 ৡ䰚ⱘ䇗ᶹᇍ䈵ˈ⫼ࡴ᳝ϡᖂ䞣ܗ
㋴ⱘ㙱㋴ᡫⳳⱘࠖޱぎপ㸔఼ˈ䞛প↣Ͼ䇗ᶹᇍ
䈵 10 ↿छ䴭㛝㸔ˈᑊᬒ㺙᳝ⱘބ䯁ⳳܝぎㆅ
ˈݙḋકᔧ᮹᳔ৢϔӑ㸔ḋ䞛䲚ৢ 4 ᇣᯊݙ䗕
䇗ᶹওⱘᅲ偠ᅸǄࠄ䖒ᅲ偠ᅸৢˈ㸔ḋ⾏ᖗৢゟ
े㹿ߚ៤ϝ䚼ߚ˖

1. 3 ml of packed red blood cells (RBCs), washed three times
with saline, haemolyzed with 3 ml preservative buffer, then
mixed and frozen.
2. 0.3 ml plasma, with 0.9 ml trichloroacetic acid added as a
preservative, then mixed and frozen. (This sample was to be
used for ascorbic acid analysis, which could not be done on
plasma with added ascorbate.)
3. remaining plasma (usually about 4-5 ml), with 20 mg
ascorbate added as a preservative, then mixed and frozen.

1. প 3 ↿छ㑶㒚㚲ḋકˈ⫼⫳⧚Ⲥ∈⋫ϝˈ
ࡴܹ 3 ↿छ㓧⎆ކՓП⒊㸔ˈ⏋ࣔৢޏދǄ

3. ࠽ԭⱘ㸔⌚˄䗮ᐌ㑺 4ˉ5 ↿छ˅ˈࡴܹ
20 ↿ܟᡫണ㸔䝌Ⲥֱᄬ⎆ˈ⏋ࣔৢޏދǄ

All fractions were stored temporarily at -15 to -20ć in the local
laboratories, then shipped on dry ice to the Chinese Academy of
Preventive Medicine (CAPM) in Beijing, where they were again
stored at -20ć. “Pools” were created, which involved mixing
individual blood samples of a particular type. The main purpose of
these blood samples was to determine the sex-specific mean
values of many different factors in each study area, and for many
factors this average can be obtained by a single assay of a “pool”

Ϟ䗄ϝ䚼ߚ㸔ḋᔧഄᅲ偠ᅸ-15 ࠄ-20ćބㆅЁ
ֱᄬˈ✊ৢ⫼ᑆֱބᄬ䖤㟇࣫ҀⱘЁ乘䰆एᄺ
⾥ᄺ䰶˄CAPM˅,ࠄৢेֱᄬ-20ćބㆅЁǄϾ
ԧ䇗ᶹᇍ䈵ⱘ㸔ḋ࣫Ҁᣝ㉏ൟࠊ៤⏋ড়ḋકǄ
㸔ḋ⏋ড়ⱘЏ㽕Ⳃⱘᰃ⹂ᅮ↣ϔഄऎᣝᗻ߿ߚᏗ
ⱘ䆌ϡৠᣛᷛⱘഛؐǄ䖭ḋҙߚᵤ⏋ড়㸔ḋህ
ৃҹᕫࠄⳌ݇Ҏ㕸ⱘᶤϾᣛᷛⱘഛؐǄ˄᳝ϔѯ

2. প 0.3 ↿छ㸔⌚ˈࡴܹ 0.9 ↿छϝ∃Э䝌ֱ
ᄬ⎆ˈ✊ৢ⏋ࣔᑊ˄ޏދ䆹ḋક⫼خᡫണ㸔
䝌ߚᵤˈᬙϡ㛑ࡴܹᡫണ㸔䝌Ⲥֱᄬ˅Ǆ
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of blood that combines samples from all the relevant individuals.
(Some measurements, e.g., of various antibodies or tobacco
metabolites, had to be done on individual samples to be
meaningful.) These pools were prepared (and aliquoted into small
portions) in the CAPM laboratories in Beijing. Three types of pools
were prepared for each of the three fractions:

ᣛᷛˈབ⾡ᡫԧ⚳㤝ⱘҷ䇶⠽ˈা᳝ߚᵤϾ
ԧḋᠡ᳝ᛣН˅Ǆ⏋ড়ḋકⱘࠊᰃ࣫Ҁ
CAPM ⱘᅲ偠ᅸᅠ៤ⱘ˄ࣙᣀߚ㺙៤ᇣḋક˅Ǆ
ϝ䚼ߚ㸔ḋⱘϝ⾡⏋ড়ḋકࣙᣀ˖

1. County pools: Sex- and xiang-specific pools were created for
each county (resulting in four pools per county).
2. Twelve sex- and age-specific “superpools” (i.e., six 5-year
age groups times two sexes) were created for all 69 counties.
3. What remained of each individual sample was retained,
labelled with the individual’s unique identifier.

1. 䇗ᶹওⱘ⏋ড়ḋક˖ࣙᣀᣝᗻ߿ᣝ䇗ᶹе
ⱘ⏋ড়ḋક˄↣Ͼও᳝ 4 Ͼ⏋ড়ḋક˅Ǆ
2. 69 Ͼওᣝᗻ߿ᑈ啘ߚ㒘ⱘ 12 Ͼ“䍙㑻”⏋
ড়ḋક˄े 6 ϾѨቕᑈ啘㒘ЬϸϾᗻ߿˅Ǆ
3. ԭϟⱘϾԧ㸔ḋ㒻㓁ֱᄬˈᑊ䌈དϾҎ㓪ⷕ
ᴵǄ

Specific laboratory analyses were carried out in various sites,
including Beijing, Taibei, Oxford, London, Tokyo, Ithaca (Cornell
University), and other places in the United States. Samples were
always shipped between laboratories on dry ice. The pools were
shipped to Cornell in 1992 as large samples and then aliquoted into
smaller samples, so that small amounts could be thawed for each
analysis. In 1996, the samples that remained were sent from
Cornell to Oxford and put in long-term liquid nitrogen storage.

㸔⎆ḋકⱘߚᵤϡৠⱘഄᮍ䖯㸠ˈࣙᣀ࣫Ҁǃ
ৄ࣫ǃ⠯⋹ǃӺᬺǃϰҀǃձาࡴ(ᒋ༜ᇨᄺ)
㕢݊ᅗഄᮍǄḋᴀ䖤ᕔϾᅲ偠ᅸⱘ䖛Ё
ഛ⫼ᑆֱބᄬǄ⏋ড়ḋકѢ 1992 ᑈ㹿䲚Ё䖤䗕ࠄ
ᒋ༜ᇨᄺৢ㹿ߚ៤ᇣӑḋકˈҹ֓↣ߚᵤা
䳔㾷ޏᇣӑḋકǄ1996 ᑈˈ࠽ԭⱘḋક㹿䗕ࠄ⠯
⋹ᑊᬒ⎆∂Ё䭓ᳳֱᄬǄ

Similar procedures were followed for the 2112 samples collected in
Taiwan, except that the processing and initial pooling was carried
out in Taibei.

䰸㸔ḋ໘⧚᳔߱ⱘ⏋ড়ᰃৄ࣫䖯㸠ⱘˈৄ
䞛䲚ⱘ 2,112 ӑ㸔ḋᣝⳌৠᑣ䖯㸠њ໘⧚Ǆ

Urine samples

ሓḋ

A 12-hour urine collection was to be done in mainland China and
Taiwan (from males only) on two separate days, once after a small
(500 mg) oral dose of proline and once after the same dose of
proline together with enough ascorbate (200 mg) to inhibit virtually
all gastric nitrosation of amino acids for as long as the proline was
still in the stomach. Samples of the collected urine were frozen at
-15 to -20ć prior to transport on dry ice to Beijing, and aliquots
were then sent to the World Health Organisation International
Agency for Research on Cancer in Lyon, France, for nitrosamine
analyses. The urine was also analysed in Beijing for other factors.

䰚ৄˈߚϸᬊ䲚њ 12 ᇣᯊሓḋ(ҙᇍ
⬋ᗻ)ˈϔᰃষ᳡ᇣࠖ䞣(500 ↿)ܟ㜃⇼䝌ৢˈ
ϔᰃষ᳡Ⳍৠࠖ䞣㜃⇼䝌䎇䞣ⱘᡫണ㸔䝌
(200 ↿ৢ)ܟǄѠⱘⳂⱘᰃᔧ㜃⇼䝌ҡ㚗Ё
ⱘᯊˈ㛑᳝ᬜⱘ䰏ℶܼ䚼㚗Ё⇼䝌ⱘ⸱
࣪Ǆሓḋ–15 ࠄ–20ćބㆅЁֱޏދᄬˈ✊ৢ⫼
ᑆބ䖤㟇࣫Ҁˈߚ㺙៤ᇣḋક䗕ࠄ⊩䞠ᯖⱘ
Ϫ⬠ि⫳㒘㒛ⱘ䰙Ⱐ⮛ⷨおᴎᵘˈ䖯㸠Ѯ⸱㛎
䞣ߚᵤǄ࣫Ҁ䖬ߚᵤњሓḋⱘ݊ᅗᣛᷛǄ

The “ascorbate-inhibitable proline nitrosation”, defined as the
difference between the urinary N-nitroso-proline excretion in the
paired samples, indicates the extent to which the stomach contents
could, under normal circumstances, nitrosate other amino acids
(which, unlike proline, then yield potentially carcinogenic
nitrosamines; Ohshima and Bartsch, 1981; Wu et al., 1993).

“ৃ㹿ᡫണ㸔䝌Ⲥᡥࠊⱘ㜃⇼䝌Ѯ⸱࣪”ᅮНЎϸ
ሓḋЁ N Ѯ⸱㜃⇼䝌ᥦߎ䞣ПᏂˈ㸼ᯢℷ
ᐌ⢊ᗕϟˈ㚗ݙᆍ⠽㛑Ѯ⸱࣪݊ᅗ⇼䝌(㜃⇼
䝌ϡৠˈӮѻ⫳┰ⱘѮ⸱㛎㉏㟈Ⱐ⠽˗Phshima
and Bartsch,1981; Wu et al,1993)ⱘᑺǄ

Diet survey: household three-day weighed food intake

㞇亳䇗ᶹ: ϝ᮹⿄䞡ᆊᒁ亳⠽ᨘܹ䞣

A three-day household dietary survey was carried out in 60
households per county in mainland China (a total of 60 x 69 = 4140
households), split roughly equally between the two study xiangs in
that county. These included the same households surveyed in
1983, to the extent possible, with replacements to compensate for
attrition due to death or migration.

䰚ⱘ↣Ͼ䇗ᶹওˈ䛑䗝ᢽ 60 ᠋ᆊᒁˈ䖯㸠ϝ
᮹ᆊᒁ㞇亳䇗ᶹ˄᳝݅ 60u69˙4140 ᠋˅Ǆ䖭 60
᠋ᴀϞഛࣔഄߚᏗ↣ϾওⱘϸϾ䇗ᶹеЁˈ
ᑊሑৃ㛑ഄࣙᣀ 1983 ᑈ㹿䇗ᶹⱘᆊᒁˈᑊ㸹ܙњ
⬅Ѣ⅏ѵ⿏⇥㗠ޣᇥⱘᆊᒁ᭄Ǆ

In each household, all raw and cooked foods available at the
beginning of, all foods obtained during, and all foods left over at the
end of, the 3-day survey period were weighed and recorded. Foods
consumed by the whole household were estimated on the basis of
the disappearance of each food during the survey period. Plate
wastes and discarded foods were recorded and subtracted from the
total household food consumption. The number of people partaking
of each meal, and each person’s age, gender, occupation, lactation
and pregnancy status (for women) and physical activity level were
also recorded.

↣Ͼ䇗ᶹᆊᒁˈᇍ䇗ᶹᓔྟࠡ᠔᳝⫳❳亳⠽ˈ
䇗ᶹϝ᮹ݙ䌁ܹⱘ⾡亳⠽ˈҹঞ䇗ᶹ㒧ᴳᯊ࠽
ԭⱘ⾡亳⠽䛑䖯㸠⿄䞡ᑊ䆄ᔩǄܼᆊᘏⱘ亳⠽
⍜䌍䞣ᰃᣝ䇗ᶹᳳ䯈⍜㗫ⱘ亳⠽䞣Ў⸔䅵ㅫ
ⱘˈⲬЁ࠽ԭ亳⠽ᑳᓗⱘ亳⠽㹿Ңᘏ⍜䌍䞣Ё
ᠷ䰸Ǆ䇗ᶹৠᯊ䆄ᔩњ↣ህ令ⱘҎ᭄ˈ↣ϾҎ
ⱘᑈ啘ǃᗻ߿ǃ㘠Ϯǃԧ⌏ࡼ∈ᑇˈҹঞཛཇ
ⱘчཞᚙމǄ
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Food intakes were standardised, through appropriate conversion
factors, to intake per “reference man”, defined as a male aged 1959 years old, weighing 65 kg and undertaking very light physical
activity.

亳⠽ⱘᨘܹᰃ䗮䖛䗖ᔧⱘ䕀ᤶৢˈᣝ“↣ᷛޚҎ᮹
ᨘܹ䞣”䅵ㅫⱘˈ“ᷛޚҎ”ⱘᅮНЎ˖⬋ᗻǃᑈ啘
19-59 ቕǃԧ䞡 65 ݀᭸ǃҢџᵕ䕏ԧ⌏ࡼǄ

Food Composition Data

亳⠽៤ӑ᭄

The nutrient values assigned to the diet in each xiang combine the
amount of each food eaten locally (estimated from the 3-day dietary
survey) with “average” nutrient values for each food in China as a
whole. This procedure does not take account of local variation in
the nutrient content of foods (which, in the case of selenium and
certain other trace elements, is substantial).

↣Ͼ䇗ᶹе㞇亳ⱘ㧹ݏ៤ߚᰃḍᔧഄ↣⾡亳⠽
ⱘᨘܹ䞣˄ᴹ㞾ϝ᮹㞇亳䇗ᶹ˅䙷ѯ亳⠽㧹ݏ
៤ߚⱘܼᑇഛؐᴹ䅵ㅫⱘǄ䖭⾡䅵ㅫ≵㗗㰥ഄ
ऎ䯈亳⠽㧹ݏ៤ߚⱘᏂᓖ˄㗠ᇍ⸦ᶤѯ݊ᅗᖂ
䞣ܗ㋴㗠㿔ˈ䖭⾡Ꮒᓖᰃᵕⱘ˅Ǆ

Nutrient values for foods were based on The Composition of
Chinese Foods (Wang, Parpia, and Wen, 1997), which lists
“average” nutrient contents for more than 1300 foods. The tables
include 28 general nutrients in 1358 foods, 18 essential and
nonessential amino acids in 456 foods, 21 saturated and
unsaturated fatty acids in 356 foods, and the cholesterol content of
400 foods.

亳⠽㧹ݏ៤ߚ䞣খ✻њЁ亳⠽៤ӑ㸼˄Wang,
Parpia and Wenˈ1997˅ˈ䆹к߫ߎњ 1300 
⾡亳⠽㧹ݏ㋴“ᑇഛؐ”ˈࣙᣀ 1358 ⾡亳⠽ⱘ 28
⾡ϔ㠀㧹ݏ㋴䞣ˈ456 ⾡亳⠽ⱘ 18 ⾡ᖙ䳔䴲
ᖙ䳔⇼䝌䞣ˈ356 ⾡亳⠽ⱘ 21 ⾡佅Ϣϡ佅
㛖㙾䝌䞣ˈҹঞ 400 ⾡亳⠽ⱘ㚚䝛䞣Ǆ

Questionnaire administration, and summarised
questionnaires

䆶䯂䇗ᶹⱘᅲᮑঞ䆶䯂䇗ᶹ㸼ὖ䗄

Mainland China

䰚

Local survey teams were trained to administer the questionnaires,
make physical measurements, collect blood and urine samples and
conduct the dietary survey. Aggregate information about the survey
xiangs and villages was also gathered, through interviews with
officials at the appropriate administrative levels. Two
questionnaires focusing on mothers and children—although
somewhat external to the main study design—were also included.

ᔧഄ䇗ᶹ䯳㒣䖛䆁ৢˈ䖯㸠䆶䯂䇗ᶹǃԧḐ⌟
䞣ǃ㸔ሓḋᬊ䲚ҹঞ䖯㸠㞇亳䇗ᶹǄ݇Ѣ䇗ᶹе
ᴥⱘᭈԧֵᙃ䖬䗮䖛ᇍ᳝݇㸠ᬓ䚼䮼䖯㸠䆓䯂
ᴹ㦋ᕫǄ䖬䖯㸠њϸϾ䩜ᇍ↡҆ܓスⱘ䆶䯂䇗
ᶹˈሑㅵ䖭乍䇗ᶹϢЏԧⷨお䆒䅵ԐТ᳝⚍أ
⾏Ǆ

Each of the six study questionnaires is described briefly below, and
the questionnaires themselves are appended (pp787-801) in the
original Chinese and in English translation.

ᇍ݁⾡䇗ᶹ䯂ोㅔ㽕ᦣ䗄བϟˈЁ᭛ॳྟ䯂ोঞ
㣅᭛㗏䆥䆺㾕䰘ᔩ(787-801 义)Ǆ

Questionnaire A: Xiang (formerly Commune) survey

䯂ो A˖е˄ҹࠡⱘ݀⼒˅ⱘ䇗ᶹ

In each xiang, an official was interviewed to gather information
characterising the xiang in 1989 according to:

↣Ͼеᇍϔԡ㸠ᬓҎਬ䖯㸠䆓䇜ˈᬊ䲚 1989 ᑈ䆹
еҹϟᮍ䴶ⱘ⡍ᕕֵᙃ˖

x Geographical size and location, including proximity to a city and

accessibility by road
x Size and makeup of population, including proportions belonging
to the various minority groups
x Health care facilities and personnel; private vs. cooperative
health care system
x Schools, including numbers of each type
x Major employers and ownership (public vs. private) of

businesses
x Communications facilities (post offices, cinemas and other
theatres, telegraph offices and public telephones)
x Transportation facilities

x ഄ⧚䴶⿃ԡ㕂ˈࣙᣀ⾏ජᏖⱘ䎱⾏䘧䏃ᚙ

މǄ
x Ҏষ᭄ঞ㒘៤ˈࣙᣀᇥ᭄⇥ᮣҎষ᠔ऴ↨՟
x ए⭫䆒ᮑҎਬ˗⾕㧹Ϣড়ए⭫㋏㒳
x ᄺ᷵ˈࣙᣀ㉏ᄺ᷵ⱘ᭄䞣
x ଚϮᴎᵘЏ㽕䲛Џঞ䲊ሲ˄㧹Ϣ⾕᳝˅
x 䗮䆃䆒ᮑ˄䚂ሔǃᕅ࠻䰶ǃ⬉ሔϢ݀⫼⬉

䆱˅
x Ѹ䗮䆒ᮑ

x “General statistics”, including literacy rates, economic

x ϔ㠀㒳䅵ֵᙃˈࣙᣀ䆚ᄫ⥛ǃ㒣⌢ᣛᷛǃعᒋ

indicators, health and health care indicators
x Xiang government structures, including characteristics of
participating citizens
x Numbers and types of markets

x еᬓᑰ㒧ᵘˈࣙᣀᎹҎਬ⡍⚍

x Vaccination coverage of children born in or after 1987.

x 1987 ᑈঞҹৢߎ⫳ܓスⱘ⾡⭿ܡ㽚Ⲫ⥛

Ϣए⭫ֱعᣛᷛ

x Ꮦഎ᭄䞣㉏ൟ
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Questionnaire B: Village survey

䯂ो B˖ ᴥⱘ䇗ᶹ

In each village, an official was interviewed to gather information
characterising the village in the following respects:

ৠḋˈ↣Ͼ䇗ᶹᴥгᇍϔԡ㸠ᬓҎਬ䖯㸠䆓䇜ˈ
ᑊњ㾷བϟֵᙃ˖

x Size and makeup of population

x Ҏষ᭄䞣㒘៤

x Village markets

x ᴥⱘᏖഎ

x Village institutions and facilities

x ᴥⱘᴎᵘ䆒ᮑ

x Post offices

x 䚂ሔ

x Cinemas

x ⬉ᕅ䰶

x Theatres

x ࠻䰶

x Stores for farm equipment

x ݰᑫ

x Banks or lending co-operatives

x ټ㪘᠔ֵ⫼⼒

x Agricultural technical station

x ݰᴎキ

x Department stores

x ⱒ䋻ଚᑫ

x Parks and public gardens

x ݀ು

x Sports facilities

x 䖤ࡼ䆒ᮑ

x Public telephones

x ݀⫼⬉䆱

x Places of worship

x ᅫᬭ⌏ࡼഎ᠔

x Health care institutions and personnel

x ए⭫ᴎᵘҎਬ

x Type of health care system(s)

x ए⭫ֱعԧ㋏ⱘ㉏߿

x Selected health indicators (e.g., presence of goitre or cretinism)

x 䗝ᅮⱘعᒋᣛᷛ(བˈ⬆⢊㝎㚓)⮙∔ܟ

x Schools and teachers, including numbers at each educational

x ᄺ᷵ᬭᏜˈࣙᣀᣝᬭ㚆ᑺⱘҎ᭄

level
x Indicators of household prosperity (e.g., proportion with radio,
television)
x Types and extent of agricultural activities

x ᆊᒁ䋶ѻᣛᷛ˄བˈᢹ᳝ᬊ䷇ᴎǃ⬉㾚ᴎᆊᒁ

ⱘ↨՟˅
x ݰϮ⌏ࡼⱘ㉏ൟ㣗ೈ

x Village government

x ᴥྨӮ

x Household-level business enterprises

x ᆊᒁ⾕᳝ӕϮ

x Migration from village

x ᴥҎষ⌕ࡼᚙމ

x Changes in characteristics between 1983 and the date of the

x ᴀ䇗ᶹ˄1989 ᑈ˅Ϣ 1983 ᑈⳌ↨ⱘϔѯ

survey in 1989.

ൟব࣪

Questionnaire C: Household questionnaire

䯂ो C˖ᆊᒁ䯂ो

In each survey household, a single respondent was interviewed
(most often, the head of the household). Questions were asked
about:

ᇍ↣Ͼ䇗ᶹᆊᒁЁⱘϔԡᆊᒁ៤ਬ˄䗮ᐌᰃ᠋
Џ˅䖯㸠䆶䯂ˈњ㾷ҹϟᮍ䴶ⱘֵᙃ˖

x Demographic and occupational information on all household

x ᠔᳝ᆊᒁ៤ਬⱘҎষ⡍ᕕ㘠Ϯˈҹঞ᠋Џⱘ

members, and more detailed information about the head of the
household (regardless of who was interviewed)
x Water and sanitation facilities for the house

x ᆊᒁ佂∈ि⫳䆒ᮑ

x Use of pesticides and fertilizer

x ݰ㥃࣪㙹Փ⫼ᚙމ

x Household income, including family members working away

x ᆊᒁᬊܹˈࣙᣀᆊᒁ៤ਬߎᎹⱘᬊܹ

from home
x Amounts and categories of household expenditures

x ᆊᒁᓔᬃⱘ᭄䞣⾡㉏

x Housing and household possessions.

x ԣ᠓ᴵӊᆊᒁ䋶ѻ

䆺㒚ᚙ˄މϡㅵ䆶䯂ⱘᰃ৺ᰃ᠋Џ˅

Questionnaire D: Adult questionnaire

䯂ो D˖៤Ҏ䯂ो

One adult (age 35-64) per household (resulting in approximately
equal numbers of males and females) was interviewed. Height,
weight, blood pressure, and lung function of each participant were
measured, the thyroid was examined, and questions were asked
about:

ᇍ↣Ͼ䇗ᶹᆊᒁЁϔৡᑈ啘 35ˉ64 ቕ៤ᑈҎ
˄⬋ཇᗻ߿↨՟ഛ㸵˅䖯㸠䆶䯂䇗ᶹˈᇍ䑿催ǃ
ԧ䞡ǃ㸔य़ǃ㚎ࡳ㛑䖯㸠⌟䞣ˈᇍ⬆⢊㝎䖯㸠Ẕ
ᶹˈᑊ䆶䯂བϟֵᙃ˖
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x Age, gender and occupational information

x ᑈ啘ǃᗻ߿ঞ㘠Ϯ

x Educational history

x ᬭ㚆

x Smoking and alcohol drinking

x ⚳ঞ佂䜦ᚙމ

x Dietary habits

x 㞇亳дᛃ

x Reproductive history (for women)

x ⫳㚆˄ཛཇ˅

x Cooking and heating fuels used in childhood and adulthood

x ܓス៤Ҏৢᆊᒁ⛍䇗ঞপᱪⱘ㛑⑤

x History of major medical conditions.

x Џ㽕ህए

Questionnaire E: Recent pregnancy, infant feeding and vaccination

䯂ो E˖ཛཇཞǃ၈ݏୖܓঞ⭿㢫⾡ᚙމ

All mothers in survey villages who had given birth between January
1, 1987 and the time of the survey in 1989 were invited to bring
their children and to answer a series of questions about them. In
total, data were collected on 7774 children.

ᇍ䇗ᶹᴥЁ᠔᳝ 1987 ᑈ 1 ᳜ 1 ᮹㟇 1989 ᑈ䇗
ᶹ᮹П䯈ߎ⫳ⱘᄽᄤঞ↡҆䖯㸠䆶䯂䇗ᶹǄ݅ᬊ
䲚њ 7774 ৡܓスⱘ䌘᭭Ǆ

Questions were asked about both the mother and child, including:

䯂乬⍝ঞҹϟ᳝݇↡҆ঞܓスⱘֵᙃ˖

x Basic birth information for the child (gender, weight, birth order)

x ܓスߎ⫳ᯊⱘᴀֵᙃ˖ᗻ߿ǃߎ⫳ԧ䞡ঞߎ

x Mother’s occupational history (before, during, and after

x ↡҆㘠Ϯ˄ࣙᣀཞࠡǃЁǃৢ˅ǃီ࿏⢊

⫳ᑣ
pregnancy), marital status, reproductive history

މঞ⫳㚆

x Feeding of baby (including role of breastfeeding)

x ၈ݏୖܓᚙࣙ˄މᣀ↡чୖⱘݏ⫼˅

x Child’s health history

x ܓスعᒋ

x Mother’s feeding practices if the child were to become ill

x ܓス⫳⮙ᯊⱘୖݏᮍ⊩

x Child’s immunization history

x ܓス⾡⭿ܡ

Questionnaire F: Anthropometry and smoking in primary schools

䯂ो F: ᇣᄺ⫳ԧḐ⌟䞣ঞ⚳ᚙމ

In each county, at least 200 students, age 5-15, from 2-4 primary
schools were measured and interviewed. In total, data were
collected from 15,772 students.

↣Ͼ䇗ᶹওˈ㟇ᇥᇍ 200 ৡᑈ啘 5ˉ15 ቕˈ
ᴹ㞾 2ˉ4 ᠔ᇣᄺ᷵ⱘᄺ⫳䖯㸠њԧḐ⌟䞣䆶䯂
䇗ᶹˈ݅䇗ᶹњ 15,772 ৡᇣᄺ⫳Ǆ

Measurements and questions included:

ԧḐ⌟䞣䆶䯂ⱘݙᆍབϟ˖

x Age and gender

x ᑈ啘ᗻ߿

x Weight and height

x ԧ䞡䑿催

x Current smoking status.

x Ⳃࠡ⚳⢊މ

Taiwan

ৄ

Questionnaire 1: Diet and lifestyle (partially equivalent to mainland
China Questionnaire D)

䯂ो 1˖㞇亳⫳⌏ᮍᓣ˄䚼ߚݙᆍϢ䰚䯂ो D
ㄝৠ˅

One adult (age 35-64) per household (resulting in approximately
equal numbers of males and females) was interviewed. Height,
weight, blood pressure, and lung function of each participant were
measured, the thyroid was examined, and questions were asked
about:

ᇍ↣Ͼ䇗ᶹᆊᒁЁϔৡᑈ啘 35ˉ64 ቕ៤ᑈҎ
˄⬋ཇᗻ߿↨՟ഛ㸵˅䖯㸠䆶䯂䇗ᶹˈᇍ䑿催ǃ
ԧ䞡ǃ㸔य़ǃ㚎ࡳ㛑䖯㸠⌟䞣ˈᇍ⬆⢊㝎䖯㸠Ẕ
ᶹˈᑊ䆶䯂བϟֵᙃ˖

x Education, use of mass media, religion

x ᬭ㚆ǃၦԧᅫᬭ

x Smoking habits

x ⚳ᚙމ

x Drinking habits

x 佂䜦дᛃ

x Food habits

x 佂亳дᛃ

x Cooking and heating

x ⛍䇗পᱪᚙމ

x Previous medical history

x ᮶ᕔ⮒⮙

x Current medical conditions

x Ⳃࠡعᒋ⢊މ

x Personal hygiene

x ϾҎि⫳⢊މ
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x Childbearing and menstruation (females only)

x ཛཇ⫳㚆ঞ᳜㒣ᚙމ

Questionnaire 2: Lifestyle, health and nutrition (partially equivalent
to mainland China Questionnaire C)

䯂ो 2˖⫳⌏ᮍᓣǃعᒋ㧹˄ݏ䚼ߚݙᆍϢ䰚
䯂ो C ㄝৠ˅

In each survey household, a single respondent was interviewed
(most often, the head of the household). Questions were asked
about:
x Head of household information

ᇍ↣Ͼ䇗ᶹᆊᒁЁⱘϔԡᆊᒁ៤ਬ˄䗮ᐌᰃ᠋
Џ˅䖯㸠䆶䯂ˈњ㾷ҹϟᮍ䴶ⱘֵᙃ˖
x ᠋Џⱘᚙމ

x Household composition

x ᆊᒁ㒘៤

x Water supply

x կ∈ᚙމ

x Latrines

x ३᠔

x Pesticide and fertilizer use

x ݰ㥃࣪㙹Փ⫼ᚙމ

x Housing and household possessions

x ԣ᠓ᆊᒁ䋶ѻ
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Field surveys in mainland China were conducted by the Institutes of
Food Safety Control and Inspection in Shanghai Municipality (A),
Hebei Province (B), Shanxi Province (C), Henan Province (D),
Liaoning Province (E), Jilin Province (F), Heilongjiang Province (G),
Shandong Province (H), Jiangsu Province (I), Anhui Province (J),
Zheijiang Province (K), Fujian Province (L), Jinagxi Province (M),
Hunan Province (N), Hubei Province (O), Guangxi Autonomous
Region (P), Guizhou Province (Q), Yunnan Province (R), Sichuan
Province (S), Shaanxi Province (T), Guangdong Province (U),
Gansu Province (V), Xinjiang Autonomous Region (W), Ningxia
Autonomous Region (X) and Neimongol Autonomous Region (Y).
Field surveys in Taiwan were conducted by the Institute of
Biomedical Sciences, Academia Sinica, Taipei.
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ৄ࣫Ё༂ⷨお䰶⫳⠽एᄺ⾥ᄺⷨお᠔
Ё⮒⮙乘䰆ࠊЁᖗ㧹ݏϢ亳કᅝܼ᠔

ӺᬺජᏖᄺ㛥࣪ᄺঞҎ㉏㧹ݏᄺ䰶

Ё⮒⮙乘䰆ࠊЁᖗ㧹ݏϢ亳કᅝܼ᠔

ৄ࣫Ё༂ⷨお䰶⫳⠽एᄺ⾥ᄺⷨお᠔
⠯⋹ᄺЈᑞ䆩偠᳡ࡵЁᖗঞ⌕㸠⮙ⷨおᅸ

⠯⋹ᄺЈᑞ䆩偠᳡ࡵЁᖗঞ⌕㸠⮙ⷨおᅸ

Ё⮒⮙乘䰆ࠊЁᖗ㧹ݏϢ亳કᅝܼ᠔

